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Lauren Bangh

BIOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BS + HEALTH SCIENCE MINOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING BS
+ INFORMATION SYSTEMS MINOR

Dylan Black
Jennifer Boyle

CHEMISTRY, LIBERAL ARTS BS
+ HEALTH SCIENCE MINOR
Rebecca Braun

ENGLISH, TEACHING BA
+ THEATRE ARTS, EARLY AD/AD TEACHING MINOR
+ SPANISH LIBERAL ARTS MINOR
Eric Chestolowski

PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BA + TOPICAL, LIBERAL ARTS MINOR
REHABILITATION SCIENCE BS

Emily Flaskrud
ACCOUNTING BBA
+ BUSINESS FINANCE MINOR
+ INFORMATION SYSTEMS MINOR
Dana Gebert

MANAGEMENT-HUMAN RESOURCE BBA
+ MATHEMATICS, APPLIED STATISTICS MINOR
+ LEADERSHIP STUDIES CERTIFICATE
PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BA
+ TOPICAL MINOR

Miranda
Golz
Kellee Held

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BBA
+ PUBLIC HEALTH MINOR
+ LEADERSHIP STUDIES CERTIFICATE
COMPUTER SCIENCE, SOFTWARE ENGINEERING BS
+ COMMUNICATIONS, LIBERAL ARTS-
COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES MINOR

Alexis Lappe
Natalie Lasinski

PSYCHOLOGY, BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS BA + SPANISH, LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR + LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES CERTIFICATE
Brendan Malewicki

MATHEMATICS, LIBERAL ARTS, ACTUARIAL SCIENCE BS + COMPUTER PROGRAMMER CERTIFICATE
NURSING, COMPREHENSIVE BSN

Alyssa Mammel
Trevor Nelson
GEOLOGY, GENERAL BS
+ RESPONSIBLE MINING CERTIFICATE
+ WATER RESOURCES CERTIFICATE
Grace Odegaard

NURSING, COMPREHENSIVE BSN
+ MATHEMATICS, ACTUARIAL SCIENCE MINOR
Emma Olson
PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BA
+ MANAGEMENT MINOR
+ LEADERSHIP STUDIES CERTIFICATE
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION, PUBLIC RELATIONS BA + PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS MINOR + AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE

Kylie Passe
SOCIAL WORK, LIBERAL ARTS
BSW + SOCIAL WORK, WELFARE CERTIFICATE + SOCIAL WORK, GERONTOLOGY CERTIFICATE

Kailey Persons
BIOCHEMISTRY, MOLECULAR SCIENCE BS

Mobeen Abdrabbo
ACCOUNTING BBA + BUSINESS FINANCE
COMPREHENSIVE MAJOR

Hannah Peterson
PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BS
  + TOPICAL MINOR
  + LIBERAL ARTS MINOR

Jamie Peterson
Garett Retzlaff

Psychology, Liberal Arts BS + Family Studies Minor
Nevaria Rumery

REHABILITATION SCIENCE BS
+ AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS BBA
+ GEOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR
+ LEGAL STUDIES CERTIFICATE

Linnea Rustad
ENGLISH, LIBERAL ARTS
CREATIVE WRITING BA
+ MATHEMATICS, LIBERAL ARTS MINOR

Nora Schmidt
ACCOUNTING BBA
+ MATHEMATICS ACTUARIAL SCIENCE MINOR
+ BUSINESS FINANCE MINOR
+ INFORMATION SYSTEMS MINOR
Emily Wagner

PSYCHOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BS
+ SOCIOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS MINOR
BIOLOGY, LIBERAL ARTS BS
+ CHEMISTRY, LIBERAL ARTS MINOR + HEALTH SCIENCE, PRE-PROFESSIONAL MINOR

Jamie Wallace
Nursing, Comprehensive BSN + Psychology, Liberal Arts Minor

Sasha Westphal
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS BS + AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE

Sarah Wilke
Follow us on LinkedIn